Abstract-In this paper, we study the performance of spatial modulation (SM) multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems over generic fading channels. More precisely, a comprehensive analytical framework to compute the average bit error probability (ABEP) is introduced, which can be used for any MIMO setup, for arbitrary correlated fading channels, and for generic modulation schemes. It is shown that, when compared with state-of-the-art literature, our framework 1) has more general applicability over generalized fading channels, 2) is, in general, more accurate as it exploits an improved union-bound method, and, 3) more importantly, clearly highlights interesting fundamental trends about the performance of SM, which are difficult to capture with available frameworks. For example, by focusing on the canonical reference scenario with independent identically distributed Rayleigh fading, we introduce very simple formulas that yield insightful design information on the optimal modulation scheme to be used for the signal constellation diagram, as well as highlight the different roles played by the bit mapping on the signal and spatial constellation diagrams. Numerical results show that, for many MIMO setups, SM with phase-shift-keying (PSK) modulation outperforms SM with quadrature-amplitude modulation (QAM), which is a result never reported in the literature. In addition, by exploiting asymptotic analysis, closed-form formulas of the performance gain of SM over other single-antenna transmission technologies are provided. Numerical results show that SM can outperform many single-antenna systems and that, for any transmission rate, there is an optimal allocation of the information bits onto spatial and signal constellation diagrams. Furthermore, by focusing on the Nakagami-m fading scenario with generically correlated fading, we show that fading severity plays a very important role in determining the diversity gain of SM. In particular, the performance gain over single-antenna systems increases for fading channels less severe than Rayleigh fading, whereas it gets smaller for more severe fading channels. In addition, it is shown that the impact of fading correlation at the transmitter is reduced for less severe fading. Finally, analytical frameworks and claims are substantiated through extensive Monte Carlo simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
PATIAL MODULATION (SM) is a digital modulation concept for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems that has recently been introduced to increase the data rate of single-antenna systems by keeping a lowcomplexity transceiver design and by requiring no bandwidth expansion [1] - [4] . Unlike conventional spatial multiplexing schemes [2] , [5] , in SM, the multiplexing gain is realized through mapping a block of information bits into two information-carrying units: 1) the conventional signal constellation diagram [e.g., phase-shift-keying (PSK) or quadratureamplitude modulation (QAM)] and 2) the so-called spatial constellation diagram, which is the antenna array at the transmitter. Like in conventional modulation schemes, the first subblock of information bits determines the point of the signal constellation diagram that is actually transmitted. Specific to SM is that the second subblock identifies the single active transmit antenna. As a result, the point of the signal constellation diagram is transmitted through a single active antenna belonging to the spatial constellation diagram. This simple modulation concept brings two main advantages: 1) For each channel use, the data rate increases by a factor equal to the logarithm of the number of antennas at the transmitter [2] , [5] , and 2) the receiver can detect the whole block of bits through single-stream demodulation, as the second subblock of bits is only implicitly transmitted through activation of the transmit antenna [6] . With respect to single-antenna systems, the net gain is a multiplexing gain for the same decoding complexity, whereas the price to pay is the need of more antennas at the transmitter. Recent results have showcased the performance gain of SM with respect to other state-of-the-art transmission technologies for single-and multiantenna systems [5] - [19] . Finally, it is worth mentioning that SM seems to be an appealing transmission technology for highrate and low-complexity MIMO implementations that exploit the recently proposed "massive MIMO" or "large-scale antenna systems" paradigm [20] , [21] . In fact, in these systems, it is envisaged that improved performance and energy efficiency can be achieved by using tens or hundreds of antenna elements at the base station instead of exploiting base station cooperation. In this perspective, SM can be regarded as a low-complexity modulation scheme that exploits the "massive MIMO" idea but with a single active RF chain. The design of MIMO schemes that retain the benefits of multiple-antenna transmission while having a single active RF element is another recent and major trend in current and future MIMO research [22] . 0018 -9545/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE Since its introduction, many researchers have been studying the performance of SM-MIMO over fading channels either through time-consuming Monte Carlo simulations or through analytical modeling. Despite being more challenging, analytical modeling is, in general, preferred because of the following:
1) It allows a deeper understanding of the system performance.
2) It enables a simpler comparison with other competing transmission technologies.
3) It provides opportunities for system optimization.
A careful look at current state-of-the-art reveals the following contributions. The vast majority of analytical frameworks are useful for a special case of SM, which is called spaceshift-keying (SSK) modulation [8] . SSK modulation is a lowcomplexity and low-data-rate version of SM where only the spatial constellation diagram is exploited for data modulation. This transmission technology is extensively studied in [23] - [29] for various MIMO setups and channel models. The analytical study conducted in [23] - [29] has highlighted fundamental properties of the spatial constellation diagram with respect to fading severity, channel correlation, power imbalance, transmit diversity, as well as robustness to multiple-access interference and channel estimation errors. However, these frameworks are of limited use to understand the performance of SM as the signal constellation diagram is neglected. On the other hand, analytical modeling of SM is limited to a very few papers, which have various limitations. In [5] and [30] , the authors study a suboptimal receiver design, and the symbol error probability is computed by resorting to numerical integrations, which are not easy to compute and, in some cases, are numerically unstable. In [6] , the authors study the average bit error probability (ABEP) of the maximum-likelihood (ML) optimum receiver over independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading. The framework is based on the union-bound method. Due to the absence of a scaling factor in the final formula [31] , this bound is rather weak. Furthermore, and more importantly, the framework is valid for real-valued signal constellation points, and thus, it cannot be used, e.g., for PSK and QAM. In [9] , the authors provide a first closed-form framework to compute the ABEP of SM-MIMO over generically correlated Rician fading and for arbitrary modulation schemes. In addition, the framework highlights some fundamental behaviors of SM, such as its incapability to achieve transmit diversity [17] . However, [9] has the following important limitations.
1) The analysis is applicable to Rician fading only.
2) The framework is based on conventional union-bound methods, whose accuracy degrades for high modulation orders and small numbers of receive antennas. 3) Signal and spatial constellation diagrams are treated as a single entity, which does not highlight the role played by each of them for various fading channels and modulation schemes.
In this depicted context, this paper is aimed at proposing a comprehensive analytical framework to study the ABEP of SM-MIMO over generalized fading channels. More specifically, we are interested in studying the following:
1) the interplay of signal and spatial constellation diagrams and whether an optimal allocation of the information bits between them exists; 2) the effect of adding the spatial constellation diagram on top of the signal constellation diagram, and whether conventional signal modulation schemes (e.g., PSK and QAM) are the best choice for SM, or whether new optimal modulation schemes should be designed to fully exploit the benefits of this hybrid modulation scheme; 3) the advantages and disadvantages of SM with respect to conventional single-antenna PSK/QAM and SSK modulations as a function of the MIMO setup and fading scenario. To this end, we propose a new analytical framework that foresees to write the ABEP as the summation of the following three contributions:
1) a term that mainly depends on the signal constellation diagram; 2) a term that mainly depends on the spatial constellation diagram; 3) a joint term that depends on both constellation diagrams and highlights their interactions. This new analytical formulation allows us to introduce an improved union-bound method that is more accurate than conventional union-bound methods and enables a deeper understanding of the role played by both information carrying units for various channel models and MIMO setups. Some of the most important and general results of this paper are as follows.
1) We show that SM outperforms single-antenna PSK/QAM schemes only for data rates greater than 2 bits per channel use (bpcu), and that SM with QAM-modulated points in the signal constellation diagram is never superior to single-antenna QAM for single-antenna receivers. On the other hand, for multi-antenna receivers and higher data rates, SM can significantly outperform single-antenna PSK/QAM. Closed-form expressions of this performance gain over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading are given. 2) Unlike single-antenna systems, where QAM always outperforms PSK, we show that SM with PSK-modulated points in the signal constellation diagram can outperform SM with QAM-modulated points. This is due to the interactions of signal and spatial constellation diagrams, and for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, we show analytically that the ABEP of SM does not depend only on the Euclidean distance of the points in the signal constellation diagram. This provides important information on how to conceive new modulation schemes that are specifically optimized for SM. 3) By considering, as a case study, Nakagami-m fading, we show that the fading severity m Nak plays an important role on the performance of SM. More specifically, like conventional modulation schemes, the ABEP gets worse for wireless channel with fading more severe (0.5 ≤ m Nak < 1) than Rayleigh. However, with respect to single-antenna PSK/QAM modulation, the performance gain of SM increases thanks to the higher diversity gain experienced by the information bits mapped onto the spatial constellation diagram. On the contrary, the performance gain decreases for less severe (m Nak > 1) fading because the diversity gain of the bits mapped onto the spatial constellation diagram is independent of the fading parameter m Nak . In addition, it is shown that channel correlation at the transmitter has less impact when 0.5 ≤ m Nak < 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is described. In Section III, the improved union bound is introduced, and the specific contribution of spatial and signal constellation diagrams is shown. In Section IV, closed-form expressions of the ABEP for various fading channels and modulation schemes are provided. In Section V, the canonical i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel is studied in detail, and closed-form expressions of the gain with respect to single-antenna PSK/QAM and SSK modulations are given. In Section VI, numerical results are shown to substantiate claims and analytical derivations. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a generic N t × N r MIMO system, where N t and N r denote the antennas at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. We assume that the transmitter can send digital information via M complex symbols. In SM literature [4] , the set of N t antennas (n t = 1, 2, . . . , N t ) is called spatial constellation diagram, whereas the set of M complex points (χ l for l = 1, 2, . . . , M) is called signal constellation diagram. The basic idea of SM is to map blocks of information bits into two information carrying units [5] : 1) a symbol, which is chosen from the complex signal constellation diagram, and 2) a single active transmit antenna, which is chosen from the spatial constellation diagram.
More specifically, SM works as follows. At the transmitter, the bitstream is divided into blocks containing log 2 (N t ) + log 2 (M ) bits each, with log 2 (N t ) and log 2 (M ) being the number of bits needed to identify a transmit antenna in the spatial constellation diagram and a symbol in the signal constellation diagram, respectively. Each block is split into two subblocks of log 2 (N t ) and log 2 (M ) bits each. The bits in the first subblock are used to select the transmit antenna that is switched on for transmission, whereas all the other antennas are kept silent. The bits in the second subblock are used to choose a symbol in the signal constellation diagram. At the receiver, the detector can recover the whole block of log 2 (N t ) + log 2 (M ) information bits by solving an N t × M hypothesis detection problem, which jointly estimates the transmit antenna that is not idle and the signal waveform that is transmitted from it.
In this paper, the generic block of log 2 (N t ) + log 2 (M ) bits is called "message," and it is denoted by µ(n t , χ l ), where n t = 1, 2, . . . , N t and l = 1, 2, . . . , M univocally identify the active transmit antenna n t and the complex symbol χ l transmitted from it, respectively. The N t × M messages are assumed to be equiprobable.
A. Notation
Throughout this paper, we use the notation as follows. 1) We adopt a complex envelope signal representation. 2) j = √ −1 is the imaginary unit.
3) (·)
* is the complex-conjugate operator.
dξ is the convolution of x(·) and y(·). 5) | · | is the absolute value. 6) E{·} is the expectation operator. 7) Re{·} and Im{·} are real and imaginary part operators.
)dt is the Q-function. 10) E m is the average energy per transmission. 11) T m is the transmission time slot of each message. 12) w(·) is the unit energy, i.e., 13) The signal related to µ(n t , χ l ) and transmitted from antenna n t is denoted by s(t|µ(n t , χ l )) = √ E m χ l w(t). 14) The generic point of the signal constellation diagram χ l is defined as
16) The noise η n r at the input of the n r th (n r = 1, 2, . . . , N r ) receive antenna is a complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process with power spectral density N 0 per dimension. Across the receive antennas, the noises η n r are statistically independent. 
is the Hamming distance of messages µ(ñ t , χl) and µ(n t , χ l ), i.e., the number of positions where the information bits are different, with
B. Channel Model
We consider the frequency-flat slowly-varying fading channel model as follows:
1) h n t ,n r (ξ) = α n t ,n r δ(ξ − τ n t ,n r ) is the channel impulse response of the wireless link from the n t th transmit antenna to the n r th receive antenna. α n t ,n r = α R n t ,n r + jα I n t ,n r = β n t ,n r exp(jϕ n t ,n r ) is the complex channel gain, and τ n t ,n r is the propagation time delay. No specific distribution for the channel envelopes β n t ,n r = (α R n t ,n r ) 2 + (α I n t ,n r ) 2 , the channel phases ϕ n t ,n r = arctan(α I n t ,n r /α R n t ,n r ), and α R n t ,n r = Re{α n t ,n r }, α I n t ,n r = Im{α n t ,n r } is assumed a priori.
2) The delays τ n t ,n r are assumed to be known at the receiver, i.e., perfect time synchronization is considered. In addition, we assume
is a realistic assumption when the distance between transmitter and receiver is much larger than the spacing of the antenna elements [24] . Due to these assumptions, the delays τ n t ,n r are neglected in the next sections.
C. ML Optimum Detector
Let µ(ñ t , χl) be the transmitted message. 1 The signal received by the n r th receive antenna, if µ(ñ t , χl) is transmitted, is
where
Equation (1) 1 We emphasize that symbols with· identify the actual message that is transmitted, while symbols without· denote the trial message that is tested by the detector to solve the Nt × M -hypothesis detection problem. Also, symbols with· denote the message estimated by the detector. This notation does not apply to the antenna-index nr at the receiver since there is no hypothesis-testing in this case.
The outcome of (2) is the estimated message µ(n t , χl). Thus, the receiver is successful in decoding the whole block of bits if and only if µ(n t , χl) = µ(ñ t , χl), i.e.,n t =ñ t and χl = χl.
III. AVERAGE BIT ERROR PROBABILITY OVER GENERALIZED FADING CHANNELS: IMPROVED UNION BOUND
The exact ABEP of the detector in (2) can be computed in closed-form for arbitrary fading channels and modulation schemes as in (3), shown at the bottom of the page [36, eqs. (4) and (5)], where 1) α is a shorthand to denote the set of N t × N r complex channel gains, i.e., α n t ,n r for n t = 1, 2, . . . , N t , n r = 1, 2, . . . , N r , and 2) E α {·} is the expectation computed over all the fading channels.
For arbitrary MIMO systems, the estimation of Pr{(n t , χl) = (n t , χ l )|(ñ t , χl)} is very complicated as it requires, in general, the computation of multidimensional integrals. Because of that, it is common practice to exploit union-bound methods [34] to compute the ABEP in (3) as in (4) , shown at the bottom of the page, where APEP((ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )) = E α(n t ,ñ t ) {Pr{(ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )}} is the average pairwise error probability (APEP), i.e., the probability of detecting µ(n t , χ l ) when, instead, µ(ñ t , χl) is transmitted, under the assumption that µ(n t , χ l ) and µ(ñ t , χl) are the only two messages possibly being transmitted, and E α(n t ,ñ t ) {·} is the expectation computed over the fading channels from the n t th andñ t th transmit antennas and the N r receive antennas. The APEP is equal to [26, eqs. (10) - (11)]
The union bound in (4) has been used in [6] , 2 [9] , and [24] - [26] . However, as mentioned in Section I, it has some limitations, as follows.
1) The roles played by spatial and signal constellation diagrams (and the related bit mapping) are hidden in the fourfold summation. 2) It is not accurate enough for large M and small N r [37] , as shown in Section VI. 3) Its computational complexity is the same, irrespective of modulation scheme and fading channel, when, instead, simpler formulas can be obtained in several cases.
A. Improved Upper Bound
To avoid the limitations of the conventional union bound when used for performance analysis of SM, and, more importantly, to get more insights about the expected performance of SM, we propose an improved upper bound. The new bound is summarized in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1: The ABEP in (3) can be tightly upper bounded as follows:
where ABEP signal , ABEP spatial , and ABEP joint are defined as
are the Hamming distances of the bits transmitted through spatial and signal constellation diagrams, respectively; 2) E α(n t ) {·} is the expectation computed over the fading channels from the n t th transmit antenna to the N r receive antennas; l . Except for this scaling factor, ABEP SSK (·) only depends on the Euclidean distance of the points in the spatial constellation diagram, and thus, ABEP spatial can be regarded as the term that shows how the spatial constellation diagram affects the performance of SM.
3) ABEP joint has a more complicated structure, and it depends on the Euclidean distance of points belonging to signal and spatial constellation diagrams. Thus, it is called "joint" because it shows how the interaction of these two non-orthogonal diagrams affects the ABEP of SM. Finally, let us emphasize that 1) although Proposition 1 might seem like a simple and less compact rearrangement of (3), in Sections IV and V, we show that (6)-(8) allow us to get very simple and often closed-form expressions for specific modulation schemes and fading channels, and 2) unlike ABEP SSK (·) and ABEP joint , which are obtained through conventional union-bound methods, ABEP MOD (·) is the exact error probability related to the signal constellation diagram. In other words, no union bound is used to compute this term. The exact computation of ABEP MOD (·) avoids the inaccuracies of using the union-bound method for performance analysis of conventional modulation schemes, especially for large M and small N r [34] , [37] . For this reason, we call the framework in (6)- (8) improved union bound. The better accuracy of this new bound is substantiated in Section VI through Monte Carlo simulations. For the convenience of the reader, in Table I , we report the exact expression of ABEP MOD (·) in (8) for PSK and QAM modulations. The formulas in Table I are useful for arbitrary fading channels and when Gray coding is used to map the information bits onto the signal constellation diagram.
IV. SIMPLIFIED EXPRESSIONS OF THE AVERAGE BIT ERROR PROBABILITY
Proposition 1 provides a very general framework to compute the ABEP for arbitrary fading channels and modulation schemes. By direct inspection, we notice that (6)- (8) can be computed in closed-form if the MGFs of the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) γ(n t ), γ (n t ,ñ t ) , and γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl) are available in closed-form. If so, the ABEP can be obtained through the [34] for many correlated fading channels, which allows us to compute ABEP MOD (·) and, eventually, ABEP signal . On the other hand, the computation of M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) and M γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl ) (·) deserves further attention as they are not available in the literature for arbitrary fading channels. Thus, the objective of this section is threefold:
1) to compute closed-form expressions of M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) and M γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl) (·) for the most common fading channel models;
2) to provide simplified formulas of the ABEP in (7) and (8) for specific modulation schemes and fading channels; 3) to analyze the obtained formulas to better understand SM.
To our best knowledge, and according to Section I, such a comprehensive study is not available in the literature.
A. Identically Distributed Fading at the Transmitter
Let us consider the scenario with identically distributed fading at the transmitter. We study uncorrelated and correlated fading, where in the latter case, the term "identically distributed" means that all pairs of wireless links are equicorrelated. In formulas, this implies
. . , N t , which means that the MGFs are the same for each n t or for each pair (n t ,ñ t ). Accordingly, the ABEP in Proposition 1 can be simplified, as shown in Corollary 1.
Corollary 1: For identically distributed fading, (7) in Proposition 1 simplifies to (9) , shown at the bottom of the page, where ABEP MOD is the error probability in Table I with
Likewise, if a constant-modulus modulation, i.e., κ l = κ 0 for l = 1, 2, . . . , M, and independent and uniformly distributed channel phases are considered, then ABEP joint in (9) simplifies to
Proof: ABEP signal in (9) follows immediately from (7) by taking into account that for identically distributed fading, the M addends of the summation are all the same. ABEP spatial in (9) can be obtained by noticing the following: 1) for identically distributed fading, Ψ l (n t ,ñ t ) in (8) is the same for n t = 1, 2, . . . , N t andñ t = 1, 2, . . . , N t , and thus, it can be moved out of the twofold summation; and 2)
for any bit mapping. Finally, some algebraic manipulations lead to (9) . Equation (10) follows from (9) with κ l = κ 0 for l = 1, 2, . . . , M. ABEP joint in (9) can be obtained as follows: 1) for identically distributed fading, Υ(n t , χ l ,ñ t , χl) in (7) can be moved out of the twofold summation with indexes n t andñ t because it is the same for each pair (n t ,ñ t ), and 2)
for any bit mapping. Finally, some simplifications lead to (9) . Equation (11) can be obtained from (9) and the following considerations:
In fact, since adding a constant phase term to a uniformly distributed phase still yields a uniformly distributed phase, i.e., (ϕ n t ,n r +
Thus, the integral in (9) can be replaced by the integral in (11).
3) For a constant-modulus modulation, the integral in (9) can be moved out of the twofold summation, which can be simplified using the identity
for any bit mapping. Finally, some algebraic manipulations lead to (11) . This concludes the proof.
Corollary 1 leads to two important considerations about the performance of SM: 1) ABEP signal and (9) show that, for identically distributed fading, the ABEP of SM is independent of the bit mapping of the spatial constellation diagram. This result is reasonable and agrees with intuition: If the channels are statistically identical, on average, the Euclidean distance of pairs of channel impulse responses is the same. In this case, the bit mapping has no role in determining the ABEP. On the other hand, the complex-valued points of the signal constellation diagram have different Euclidean distances, and this bit mapping plays an important role. 2) Under some realistic assumptions (i.e., constant-modulus modulation and uniform channel phases), ABEP joint in (9) , which in the most general case depends on both spatial and signal constellation diagrams, depends only on the signal constellation diagram. Thus, since there are no terms in Table I , (10) , and (11) that depend on both constellation diagrams, we conclude that they can be optimized individually. In particular, the best bit mapping for the signal constellation diagram turns out to be the conventional one based only on the Euclidean distance.
Finally, we notice that, e.g., (10) and (11) are very simple to compute and avoid the computation of fold summations on N t and M . This is an important difference with respect to other frameworks available in the literature, where fourfold summations are always required, regardless of modulation scheme and channel model [6] , [9] . In addition, Corollary 1 simplifies the frameworks in [24] and [26] for SSK modulation, as the twofold summation can be avoided for some fading channels and modulation schemes. Furthermore, we mention that Corollary 1 provides closed-form results if the MGFs, which depend on the specific fading channel model, are available in closedform as well as if the related finite integral can be computed explicitly. In Section IV-B and C, we show some fading scenarios (Nakagami-m and Rice fading with arbitrary fading parameters and correlation) where the MGFs can be obtained in close-form. In addition, in Section V, we study the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading scenario where fold summations can be avoided and integrals can be computed in closed-form, thus leading to a very simple analytical framework for system analysis and optimization.
B. Nakagami-m Envelopes With Uniform Phases
In this section, the fading envelopes β n t ,n r are Nakagami-m RVs with fading severity m
2 } and mean square value Ω (n t ,n r ) Nak = E{β
). The amplitude correlation coefficient ρ (n t ,n r ,ñ t ,ñ r ) Nak is defined as follows:
In addition, the channel phases ϕ n t ,n r are independent and uniformly distributed RVs in [0, 2π). We adopt the notation ϕ n t ,n r ∼ U(0, 2π). Finally, channel phases and fading envelopes are assumed to be independent. Given this fading model, let us analyze and explicitly compute each term in (6).
1) ABEP signal : M γ(n t ) (·) has been widely studied in the literature, and closed-form expressions for non-identically distributed and arbitrary correlated Nakagami-m fading can be found in [34, Sec. 9.6.4].
2) ABEP spatial : For Nakagami-m fading, M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) is not well known in the literature and only recently it has been analyzed in [24] for single-antenna receivers, i.e., N r = 1. Thus, we need to generalize [24] for our system model. Two case studies are considered: 1) correlated fading at the transmitter and independent fading at the receiver and 2) correlated fading at both ends of the MIMO channel. In the first case study, by exploiting the independence of the fading at the receiver, we have M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (s) = N r n r =1 M γ (n t ,ñ t ;nr ) (s), where M γ (n t ,ñ t ;nr ) (·) is the MGF of γ (n t ,ñ t ;n r ) = |αñ t ,n r − α n t ,n r | 2 . This latter MGF is available in closed-form in [24, Sec. III] for generic correlated fading at the transmitter. The second case study is analytically more complicated as M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) requires the computation of the expectation of 2N r correlated RVs. Proposition 2 provides the final expression of M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) for N r = 2.
Proposition 2: Given 2N r arbitrary distributed and correlated Nakagami-m RVs with fading envelopes (β n t ,n r and βñ t ,n r ) distributed according to the multivariate Nakagami-m pdf in [41, eq. (2)] and channel phases uniformly and i.i.d. in [0, 2π), then M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) for N r = 2 is given in (13) , shown at the bottom of the page, where 1) Σ is the 2N r × 2N r correlation matrix of the Gaussian RVs associated with β n t ,n r and βñ t ,n r , which can be computed from the amplitude correlation coefficients ρ
by using the method in [42] ; 2) Σ trid is the tridiagonal approximation of Σ, which can be obtained as described in [41, Sec. IV] and Appendix B;
is the fading parameter common to all links; 5)
Proof: See Appendix B. Formulas for N r > 2 can be obtained as described in Appendix B. For arbitrary N r , the final formula is given by the (2N r − 1)-fold series of the product of
It is worth mentioning that (14) gives an exact result when Σ is tridiagonal, i.e., Σ = Σ trid . On the contrary, for arbitrary correlation and by using the Green method [41, Sec. IV], it provides a very tight approximation (see Section VI). Finally, we mention that the series in (14) converge very quickly thanks to the factorial and the Gamma functions in the denominator.
ABEP joint : To compute M γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl ) (·), we need Proposition 3.
Proposition 3: For Nakagami-m fading envelopes and uniform phases,
n t ,n r = κ l β n t ,n r , and β
n t ,n r exp(jϕ n t ,n r ) can be obtained by using the same analytical development used for (11) in Corollary 1, and more specifically, the identity in law (ϕ n t ,n r + φ l ) d = ϕ n t ,n r . This concludes the proof. Proposition 3 points out that γ (n t ,ñ t ) and γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl) are related by a scaling factor in the mean power of each channel envelope, i.e., Ω (n t ,n r ;l) Nak /Ω (n t ,n r ) Nak = κ 2 l . Accordingly, M γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl (·) can be computed by using the same frameworks used to compute M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·). In other words, for arbitrary correlation, M γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl) (·) is still given by (13) but with a different correlation matrix Σ.
Diversity Analysis: The accurate analysis of ABEP signal , ABEP spatial , and ABEP joint through closed-form expressions of the MGFs allows us to provide important considerations about the diversity gain [43] of SM in Nakagami-m fading as well as to understand the constellation diagram that dominates the performance of SM for high SNR. The main result is given in Proposition 4.
Proposition 4: Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that m Nak = m (n t ,n r ) Nak = m (ñ t ,n r ) Nak for each wireless link. The diversity gain Div SM of SM is equal to Div SM = min{N r , m Nak N r }.
Proof: From (6), we have Div SM = min{Div signal , Div spatial , Div joint }, where Div signal , Div spatial , and Div joint are the diversity gains of ABEP signal , ABEP spatial , and ABEP joint , respectively. In fact, for high SNR, the worst term dominates the slope of the ABEP and thus the diversity gain [43] . From Section IV-B1 and [34, Sec. 9.6.4], it follows that Div signal = m Nak N r . From Section IV-B2 and B3, [24] , and [44] , it follows that Div spatial = Div joint = N r . In fact, as analytically shown in [44] , M γ (n t ,ñ t ;nr ) (·) and F (·,·) k (·) have unit diversity gain regardless of the fading severity m Nak , and thus, the diversity is determined only by the number N r of antennas at the receiver. This concludes the proof.
Proposition 4 unveils important properties of SM and provides information about the best scenarios where SM should be used. More specifically, we have the following: 1) In scenarios with less severe fading than Rayleigh, i.e., m Nak > 1, we have Div SM = Div spatial = Div joint = N r . We conclude that the ABEP is mainly determined by the spatial constellation diagram (i.e., ABEP spatial ABEP signal and ABEP joint ABEP signal ), and that the diversity gain is independent of fading severity. 2) In scenarios with more severe fading than Rayleigh, i.e., 0.5 ≤ m Nak < 1, we have Div SM = Div signal = m Nak N r . We conclude that the ABEP is mainly determined by the signal constellation diagram (i.e., ABEP signal ABEP spatial and ABEP signal ABEP joint ), and that the diversity gain strongly depends on fading severity. 3) Due to the increasing diversity gain of ABEP signal with m Nak [34] , it is expected that ABEP signal provides a negligible contribution for increasing m Nak , and that the ABEP gets better with m Nak . This behavior is similar to conventional modulations [34] but different from SSK [24] , [26] . 4) From [34] , it is known that conventional single-antenna systems have the same diversity gain as ABEP signal , i.e., Div conventional = Div signal = m Nak N r . Thus, with respect to conventional modulations, the performance gain of SM is expected to increase for 0.5 ≤ m Nak < 1, whereas it is expected to decrease for m Nak > 1. This conclusion agrees with intuition since SM encodes part of the information bits onto the spatial constellation diagram whose points are more closely spaced if m Nak > 1. 5) From [24] and [44] , it is known that the diversity gain of SSK modulation is the same as ABEP spatial , i.e., Div SSK = Div spatial = N r , which is independent of m Nak . Thus, unlike conventional modulation schemes and SM, SSK modulation does not experience any diversity reduction when 0.5 ≤ m Nak < 1, and it can be concluded that, thanks to the higher diversity gain, it turns out to be, among SM and conventional modulations, the best transmission scheme in scenarios with fading less severe than Rayleigh. The price to be paid is the need of many antennas at the transmitter to achieve the same rate. On the contrary, in more severe fading channels, SSK modulation turns out to be worse than conventional modulation.
In conclusion, the performance of SM in Nakagami-m fading strongly depends on m Nak , and there is no clear transmission technology better than others for any m Nak . This important result suggests the adoption of a multimode adaptive transmission scheme, which can switch among the best modulations according to the fading severity and the desired rate.
Finally, we close this section with the following corollary. Corollary 2: For Nakagami-m fading envelopes, uniform channel phases, and a constant-modulus modulation, i.e., κ l = κ 0 for l = 1, 2, . . . , M, ABEP spatial and ABEP joint in (7) can be simplified as in (15) , shown at the bottom of the next page.
Proof: Equation (15) can be obtained through analytical steps similar to (10) and (11) but without the assumption of identically distributed fading.
Corollary 2 shows that, for a constant-modulus modulation, ABEP spatial and ABEP joint can be computed only through M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) = M SSK γ (·). This makes even more evident the connection established between M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) and M γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl ) (·) in Proposition 3. We note that in (15), neither ABEP spatial nor ABEP joint depend on the bit mapping used for the signal constellation diagram. Thus, the optimality of usual bit mappings adopted for ABEP signal seems to be preserved.
C. Rician Fading
Let us consider a generic Rician fading [26] , [45] . In this case, α n t ,n r are generically correlated complex Gaussian RVs, and α R n t ,n r and α I n t ,n r are independent by definition. We adopt the notation µ
In addition, we use the shorthands α
The analysis of Rician fading is simpler than Nakagami-m fading, and a unified framework can be used to compute (6) . The main enabling result is summarized in Proposition 5.
Proposition 5: Given a complex Gaussian RV α n t ,n r , then α (l) n t ,n r = χ l α n t ,n r is still a complex Gaussian RV such that Re{α
Then, by taking into account that α R n t ,n r and α I n t ,n r are Gaussian distributed, independent, and have the same variance, simple algebraic manipulations conclude the proof.
From Proposition 5, we conclude that γ (n t ) , γ (n t ,ñ t ) , and γ (n t ,χ l ,ñ t ,χl) in Table I and (6)- (8) are all given by the summation of N r square envelopes of arbitrary distributed and correlated Gaussian RVs. Thus, the related MGF can be computed by using the so-called Moschopoulos method [45] . More specifically, we have the following. 1) M γ (n t ) (·) can be obtained from [45, ABEP spatial increases and ABEP signal decreases when the Rician factor increases, respectively. Therefore, the ABEPs in (6) have different coding gains depending on the fading severity.
The Moschopoulos framework can be simplified for some fading channels, as shown in Corollary 3.
Corollary 3: For Rician fading, a constant-modulus modulation, and zero-mean fading, i.e., µ R n t ,n r = µ I n t ,n r = 0, then ABEP spatial and ABEP joint in (7) can be simplified as shown in (15) .
Proof: For zero-mean fading and a constant-modulus modulation,
and µ I n t ,n r ,l are independent of φ l . Then, considerations similar to Corollary 2 lead to (15) .
We emphasize that, although Corollaries 2 and 3 provide the same result, the assumptions are different. In Nakagamim fading, the channel phases need to be uniformly distributed. On the other hand, in Rician fading, the complex channel gains need to have zero mean (i.e., zero Rician factor). Furthermore, it should be noted that although Rayleigh fading is a special case of either Rician or Nakagami-m fading, for correlated channels, exploiting the framework for Rician fading leads to a more straightforward analytical derivation.
V. AVERAGE BIT ERROR PROBABILITY OVER INDEPENDENT AND IDENTICALLY DISTRIBUTED RAYLEIGH FADING
In this section, we study the canonical i.i.d. Rayleigh fading scenario. Our contribution is threefold: 1) i.i.d. Rayleigh fading has already been studied in [6] .
However, [6] is useful only for real-valued signal constellation points, whereas our framework is simple and applicable to generic signal constellation diagrams. In addition, we provide asymptotically tight bounds that highlight fundamental properties of SM.
2) i.i.d. Rayleigh fading is a special case of either Rician or
Nakagami-m fading [34] . We show how the integrals in (6) can be computed in closed-form. 3) Closed-form expressions of the SNR difference between SM and other similar transmission technologies are provided. This allows us to understand the best transmission technology to use for every MIMO setup and data rate. To our best knowledge, these contributions make this section novel and important to understand the achievable performance of SM.
Let us consider the channel model in Section IV-C, which for i.i. and R(·) are defined in Table I . Furthermore, for a constant-modulus modulation, ABEP spatial and ABEP joint simplify as
Proof: ABEP signal follows from Corollary 1 by using the known results summarized in Table I 
, and simple algebraic manipulations. This concludes the proof.
The formulas in (16) and (17) provide important considerations about the performance of SM. For example, (16) shows that, regardless of the signal constellation diagram, the bit mapping on the spatial constellation diagram has no influence on the performance of SM. On the other hand, the bit mapping on the signal constellation diagram plays an important role in ABEP joint . In particular, while conventional bit mappings (e.g., Gray coding) based on the Euclidean distance of the signal constellation points turn out to be optimal to minimize ABEP signal , additional constraints might be introduced on the optimal choice of the signal constellation diagram and on the related bit mapping to minimize ABEP joint (see Corollary 5 as well). On the other hand, for a constant-modulus modulation, we notice that ABEP joint is independent of the properties of the signal constellation diagram and only depends on its cardinality M . Thus, the optimization criterion based on the Euclidean distance, which is optimal for ABEP signal , turns out to be optimal for the overall ABEP. Finally, we remark that ABEP spatial and ABEP joint are independent of the phases of the complex points of the signal constellation diagram. Only the moduli of these points play a role. This result suggests that, to minimize ABEP spatial and ABEP joint , we can focus our attention only on the moduli and neglect the phases.
To enable a deeper understanding of the achievable performance and a simpler comparison with other transmission technologies, in Corollary 5, we provide a tight high-SNR approximation of (16) and (17).
2) Corollary 5: For high-SNR, ABEP spatial and ABEP joint in (16) can be simplified as in (18), shown at the bottom of the page, where
. For a constant-modulus modulation, they simplify as follows:
. Formulas for ABEP signal can be found in Table I .
Proof: Equation (18) follows from R(ξ)γ [40, eq. (14.4.18) ] and some algebra. The high-SNR framework in (18) is simple and accurate and sheds light on the performance of SM. By using [43] , it enables us to compute coding and diversity gains. In particular, the diversity gain is N r , whereas the coding gain depends on the MIMO setup, i.e., N t , M , and the spatial constellation diagram. The impact of the signal constellation diagram comes into play only through Θ should be kept as small as possible for a given average energy constraint. Thus, the Euclidean distance criterion used for ABEP signal along with the minimization of the coefficients above give the cost functions that need to be jointly considered to optimize the performance of SM. In Section VI, we show the very TABLE I interesting, and apparently unexpected, result that, for some MIMO setups and data rates, SM with PSK-modulated points (SM-PSK) outperforms SM with QAM-modulated points (SM-QAM) for the same average energy constraint. On the other hand, it is well known that ABEP signal with QAM modulation is never worse than ABEP signal with PSK modulation. This result can be well understood with the help of (18): unlike PSK, QAM has points with moduli that can be either smaller or larger than 1, which has an impact on Θ
, and
. Since the ABEP of SM is a weighted summation of all these terms, it turns out that SM-PSK may outperform SM-QAM. This leads to two important conclusions: 1) The best modulation scheme (between PSK and QAM) to use depends on M and N t for a given data rate, and 2) neither PSK nor QAM seem to be optimal signal modulation schemes for SM. However, (18) provides the criterion to compute the optimal modulation scheme that minimizes the ABEP.
A. Comparison With Single-Antenna PSK/QAM and SSK Modulations
By exploiting Corollary 5, in this section, we aim at computing in closed-form the SNR difference between SM and other transmission technologies with similar complexity, such as single-antenna PSK/QAM and SSK modulations. The high-SNR framework for PSK/QAM can be found in Table I , whereas for SSK, we get ABEP SSK = (N t /2)R(4σ (18) . Due to space constraints, we cannot report all the details of the analytical derivation, but we can only summarize the main procedure used to compute the formulas in Table II . From (18) and Table I , for any transmission technology X, the ABEP is Table II, in Table III, 
VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The aim of this section is to substantiate frameworks and claims through Monte Carlo simulations. Two case studies are considered: 1) i.i.d. Rayleigh fading (see Section V), and 2) identically distributed Nakagami-m fading (see Section IV-B). In the first case study, we focus our attention on the better accuracy provided by our upper bound, on the comparison of SM with other modulations, and on understanding the role played by the signal and spatial constellation diagrams. In the second case study, we turn our attention to analyze the effect of fading correlation and fading severity on the achievable diversity. Without loss of generality, we consider the identically distributed setup to keep the chosen parameters and variables reasonably low to maintain a sensible set of simulation results. This allows us to focus our attention on fundamental behaviors and to show the main trends. In particular, in the presence of channel correlation, we consider the constant correlation model [41] . The reason of this choice is twofold: 1) to reduce the number of parameters needed to identify the correlation profile and 2) to study a worst-case scenario, which arises when assuming that the constant correlation coefficient corresponds to the pair of antennas that are most closely spaced. 
A. Better Accuracy of the Improved Upper Bound
In Figs. 1 and 2 , we study the accuracy of the improved upper bound in Section III-A against Monte Carlo simulations and the conventional union bound. The frameworks for single-antenna PSK/QAM are obtained from Table I . It can be noticed that our framework is, in general, more accurate than the conventional union bound, and that it well overlaps with the Monte Carlo simulations. In particular, our bound is more accurate than the conventional union bound for large M and small N r . In addition, the figures compare the ABEP of SM and singleantenna PSK/QAM. In particular, the worst-case scenario with only N t = 2 is considered. We observe two different trends: 1) in Fig. 1 , SM-PSK always outperforms PSK, regardless of N r , and the gain increases with N r ; on the other hand, 2) in Fig. 2 , SM-QAM is worse than QAM if N r = 1, and it outperforms QAM if N r = 3. This result is substantiated by the high-SNR framework in Table II . The general outcome of our study for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading is the following: 1) SM-QAM never outperforms QAM for N r = 1, and 2) SM-QAM never outperforms QAM for data rates R less than R = 2 bpcu. Further comments about this outcome are given in Section VI-B.
B. Comparison With PSK, QAM, and SSK Modulations
Motivated by Fig. 2 , we exploit the framework in Table II to understand deeper the possible performance advantage of SM with respect to SSK and single-antenna PSK/QAM. The accuracy of the frameworks in Table II has been validated through Monte Carlo simulations, and a perfect match has been found. In particular, the interested reader might verify the accuracy of Table II by looking at the SNR difference estimated through Monte Carlo simulations in Figs. 3-8 . Table II provides  the following outcomes. 1) If N r = 1, SM-QAM never outperforms QAM, and the gap increases with the data rate. 2) Whatever N r is and if R < 3 bpcu, SM-PSK and SM-QAM never outperform PSK and QAM, respectively. 3) Except the former setups, SM always outperforms PSK and QAM, and the gain increases with R, and if more antennas are available at the transmitter, i.e., more information bits can be sent through the spatial constellation diagram. 4) The SNR gain increases with N r , which means that SM is inherently able to exploit receiver diversity much better than PSK/QAM. It is important to emphasize here that in Section V-A, we have pointed out that QAM might not be the best modulation scheme for SM. This means that the optimal signal constellation diagram for SM is still unknown, and thus, the ABEP of SM might be reduced further by looking for the signal constellation . In other words, the noticeable gain offered by SM might be increased further, and possibilities of improvement for those setups where SM is worse than state-of-the-art might be found as well. Further comments about the impact of the signal modulation scheme on the performance of SM are available in Section VI-C. This study corroborates our analytical findings and confirms that an adaptive multimode modulation scheme might be a very good choice. Finally, in Table III , we compare SM-QAM with SSK as well. It can be noticed that, particularly for high data rates, SSK outperforms SM-QAM. This result shows that, when R increases, it is convenient to transmit the information bits only through the spatial constellation diagram as this minimizes the ABEP over i.i.d. fading channels. However, the price to pay for this additional improvement is the need of larger antenna arrays at the transmitter. Therefore, there is a clear tradeoff between the achievable performance and the number of antennas that can be put on a transmitter and still being able to keep the i.i.d. assumption. In any case, these numerical examples corroborate the potential performance and energy gain benefits of exploiting SSK for low-complexity "massive" MIMO implementations [20] .
C. Interplay of Signal-and Spatial-Constellation Diagrams
In this section, we wish to give a deeper look at the performance of SM for various configurations of signal and spatial constellation diagrams, as well as at the effect of the adopted modulation scheme. More specifically, we seek to answer two fundamental questions. 1) Is there, for a given data rate R, an optimal pair (N t , M) that minimizes the ABEP, and 2) is the optimal modulation scheme for single-antenna systems still optimal for SM? The results shown in Figs. 3-8 provide a sound answer to both questions. In particular, if R = 4 bpcu, we have the following.
1) The ABEP decreases by increasing N t , but the improvement is negligible for N t > 4 (thus, N t = 4 can be seen as the optimal choice in this scenario).
2) The SNR gain with N t is higher in SM-QAM than in SM-PSK.
3) For N t = 2, SM-PSK outperforms SM-QAM, which substantiates the claims in Section V, whereas there is no difference between them for N t ≥ 4. In fact, in this latter case, PSK and QAM lead to the same signal constellation diagram. Thus, since PSK modulation is, in general, simpler to be implemented as the power amplifiers at the transmitter have less stringent linearity requirements [46] , then SM-PSK seems to be preferred to SM-QAM in all cases.
If R = 5 bpcu, we have the following. 1) N t = 8 is the best choice to minimize both the ABEP and the size of the antenna array at the transmitter. 2) For SM-PSK, the setup N t = 4 is a very appealing configuration as the ABEP is close to the optimal value, but the complexity of the transmitter is very low. 3) For N t = 2, SM-QAM is definitely superior to SM-PSK as the spatial constellation diagram has a low impact on the overall performance. 4) For N t = 4, SM-PSK is much better than SM-QAM, and in particular, for SM-QAM, the net improvement when moving from N t = 2 to N t = 4 is negligible. 5) For N t ≥ 8, there is no difference between SM-PSK and SM-QAM since they have the same signal constellation diagram, and thus, SM-PSK is the best choice because it is simpler to implement.
In addition, if R = 6 bpcu, we have a behavior similar to R = 4 bpcu and R = 5 bpcu. Thus, we focus only on two main aspects: 1) The best ABEP is obtained when N t = 16. By comparing the best MIMO setup for different rates, we conclude that the best N t increases with the rate, and the rule of thumb seems to be "double the number of transmit antennas for each 1 bpcu increase of the data rate." Although this increase of the rate might appear to be small for every doubling of the number of antennas at the transmitter, this multiplexing gain is obtained with a single active RF chain and with low (singlestream) decoding complexity. These two features agree with current trends in MIMO research [20] , [22] , as mentioned in Section I. 2) If N t = 8, SM-PSK is a very appealing choice to achieve very good performance with low complexity. In addition, we emphasize the good accuracy of our framework in all the analyzed scenarios. Finally, we close this section by mentioning that the good performance offered by SM-PSK against SM-QAM for some MIMO setups and rates brings to our attention that SM-PSK might be a good candidate for energy efficient applications. As a matter of fact, in [46] , it is mentioned that a non-negligible percentage of the energy consumption at the base stations of current cellular networks is due to the linearity requirements of the power amplifiers, which are needed to use high-order modulation schemes (such as QAM), and which result in the low power efficiency of the amplifiers. Furthermore, in [47, p. 12] , it is clearly stated that this power inefficiency significantly contributes to the so-called quiescent energy, which is independent of the amount of transmitted data and thus should be reduced as much as possible. 
D. Impact of Fading Severity
In Figs. 9 and 10, we study the impact of fading severity on the performance of QAM, SM, and SSK modulations. Fig. 9 shows the basic scenario with i.i.d. Rayleigh fading (m Nak = 1.0), where from Section IV-B4, we know that all modulations have the same diversity. Fig. 10 highlights the effect of more (m Nak = 0.5) and less (m Nak = 1.5) severe fading. The figures provide the following three important outcomes, which are well captured by the framework in Section IV-B4. 1) Overall, the ABEP gets better for increasing values of m Nak . 2) The SNR gain of SM with respect to QAM increases if m Nak = 0.5, as a consequence of the steeper slope of some components of the ABEP of SM. Furthermore, we notice that SSK is the only modulation scheme with no reduction of the diversity gain. If N t = 32, SM has performance very close to SSK, but the different slope is noticeable even for moderate SNRs. 3) If m Nak = 1.5, QAM provides the best diversity gain, but at low SNR, the high coding gain introduced by SM and SSK is still advantageous. However, a crossing point can be observed for high SNR, which shows that QAM should be preferred in this case.
In conclusion, these results substantiate the diversity analysis conducted in Section IV-B4 and show, once again, that the characteristics of fading are of paramount importance to assess the superiority of a modulation scheme with respect to another one. An adaptive multimode modulation scheme might be an appealing choice to use always the best modulation scheme for any fading scenario.
E. Impact of Fading Correlation
Finally, in Figs. 11-14 , we study the impact of fading correlation at the transmitter and receiver over Nakagami-m fading. The analytical framework is available in Section IV-B4, and in particular, in the analyzed scenario, M γ(n t ) (s) = M γ (s) can be found in [34, eq. (9.173) ]. We use a constant correlation model, and ρ Nak denotes the correlation coefficient of pairs of Nakagami-m envelopes. We consider two case studies: 1) channel correlation only at the transmitter (see Figs. 11 and 12) , and 2) channel correlation only at the receiver (see Figs. 13  and 14) . The rationale of this choice is to investigate the different effects that correlation might have at either ends of the communication link. In fact, according to (5), correlation might have a different impact at the transmitter and at the receiver: correlation at the transmitter affects the distance of points in the spatial constellation diagram, whereas correlation at the receiver reduces the diversity gain of maximal ratio combining (MRC) at the destination.
In Figs. 11 and 12 , we study the impact of correlation at the transmitter. It can be noticed, as expected, that performance Fig. 12 . ABEP of SM-QAM against Em/N 0 over correlated (at the transmitter) and identically distributed Nakagami-m fading (m Nak = 0.5 and m Nak = 1.5, Nr = 2, and rate R = 6 bpcu). Performance comparison and accuracy of the analytical framework for M = 32 and Nt = 2. Fig. 13 . ABEP of SM-QAM against Em/N 0 over correlated (at the receiver) and identically distributed Nakagami-m fading (m Nak = 0.5 and m Nak = 1.5, Nr = 2, and rate R = 6 bpcu). Performance comparison and accuracy of the analytical framework for M = 2 and Nt = 32.
degrades with channel correlation. In addition, the impact of correlation increases with N t , which is a reasonable outcome in our scenario. However, the SNR degradation with increasing values of ρ Nak is tolerable if ρ Nak < 0.6, whereas for higher values, a few decibel loss can be observed. Very interestingly, Fig. 12 shows that channel correlation has a negligible effect if m Nak = 0.5. This result is very interesting, particularly if compared to the same curves in Fig. 11 and with the ABEP of QAM in Fig. 10 (QAM uses just one transmit antenna, and thus, it is not affected by fading correlation at the transmitter). In particular, we note the following: 1) If N t = 2, SM is always superior to QAM, regardless of fading correlation; and 2) if N t = 32, SM is much better than QAM, even for a high fading correlation (ρ Nak = 0.9). The net outcome is the following: For severe fading channels, correlation degrades the ABEP, but it does not offset the SNR gain that, for independent fading, SM has with respect to QAM. On the other hand, if m Nak = 1.5, the superiority of QAM becomes even more pronounced if compared to the independent fading scenario. In conclusion, fading correlation at the transmitter poses no problems to SM in severe fading channels, whereas it should be carefully managed in other fading scenarios, particularly if we want to keep the performance advantage over single-antenna QAM (whose ABEP is not affected by this correlation). For SM, solutions to counteract fading correlation have recently been proposed in [9] and [14] . Once again, we emphasize that, because of the constant correlation model, Figs. 11 and 12 show the worst case effect of fading correlation, particularly for large N t .
In Figs. 13 and 14 , we study the impact of correlation at the receiver. Overall, the ABEP degrades for increasing ρ Nak . A higher robustness to fading correlation can be noticed for m Nak = 1.5. If m Nak = 0.5, the diversity advantage of SM with respect to QAM if kept in the presence of channel correlation too. For large antenna arrays at the transmitter (e.g., N t = 32), the diversity loss in ABEP signal has a negligible impact even for high correlated channels. If m Nak = 1.5, we observe that the SNR degradation gets smaller for larger antenna arrays at the transmitter. In other words, transmitting more information bits through the spatial constellation diagram (e.g., increasing N t ) can mitigate the effect of channel correlation at the receiver. However, Figs. 11 and 12 point out a clear tradeoff: increasing N t degrades the ABEP if we have channel correlation at the transmitter. We believe that the exploitation of the proposed frameworks for an end-to-end system optimization by taking into account all these tradeoffs might be a very important research issue: How do we find the optimal SM setup providing the best performance/complexity tradeoff as a function of fading correlation, fading severity, etc.?
Finally, we wish to emphasize the good accuracy of our framework for the very complicated fading scenario under analysis. Our framework agrees with Monte Carlo simulations in all scenarios. Only in some figures there are negligible errors, which are mainly due to the Green approximation described in Section IV-B. Thus, our frameworks can be exploited for accurate system optimization.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a comprehensive framework for the analysis of SM-MIMO over generalized fading channels. The framework is applicable to a large variety of correlated fading models and MIMO setups. Furthermore, and more importantly, by carefully analyzing the obtained formulas, we have derived important information about the performance of SM over fading channels, including the effect of fading severity, the achievable diversity gain, along with the impact of the signal constellation diagram. It has been shown that the modulation scheme used in the signal constellation diagram significantly affects the performance, and for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, closed-form expressions for its optimization have been proposed. Finally, we have conducted an extensive simulation campaign to validate the analytical derivation and have showcased important trends about the performance of SM for a large variety of fading scenarios and MIMO setups. We believe that our frameworks can be very useful to understand fundamental behaviors and tradeoffs of SM as well as can be efficiently used for system optimization.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Before going into the details of the proof, let us analyze the Hamming distance N H ((ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )) of messages µ(ñ t , χl) and µ(n t , χ l ). In particular, N H ((ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )) is equal to the number of different bits between the messages. Since a bit error might occur when 1) only the antenna index is wrongly detected; 2) only the signal-modulated point is wrongly detected; or 3) both antenna index and signalmodulated point are wrongly detected, then we conclude that the total number of bits in error is given by N H ((ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )) = N H (ñ t → n t ) + N H (χl → χ l ), where N H (ñ t → n t ) and N H (χl → χ l ) are defined in Proposition 1. This remark is used to compute (6)- (8) , and it is important to highlight the role played by the bit mapping in each constellation diagram. Proposition 1 can be obtained as follows:
1) ABEP signal is obtained from (4) by grouping together all the terms for whichñ t = n t andl = l, and by noticing the following: a) N H (ñ t → n t ) = 0 ifñ t = n t ; and b) (5) reduces to APEP((ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )) = E α (n t ) {Q( γ|χl − χ l | 2 N r n r =1 |α n t ,n r | 2 ) }. Then, ABEP signal = ABEP bound signal in (4) reduces to (19) , shown at the bottom of the next page.
2) It can readily be noticed that ABEP bound MOD (n t ) is the union bound of a conventional modulation scheme [34] , where a) only the n t th transmit antenna is active, and b) we have the same constellation diagram as the signal constellation diagram of SM. More specifically, ABEP bound MOD (n t ) is the ABEP of a single-input-multiple-output system with MRC. This ABEP is known in closed-form for many modulation schemes and bit mappings without the need of using union-bound methods. Thus, to get more accurate estimates of the ABEP, ABEP bound MOD (·) can be replaced by ABEP MOD (·), as shown in (8) , which is the exact ABEP of a single-input-multiple-output system with MRC. 3) Likewise, ABEP spatial is obtained from (4) by grouping together all the terms for whichñ t = n t andl = l, and by noticing that a) N H (χl → χ l ) = 0 ifl = l, and b) (5) reduces to APEP((ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )) = E α(n t ,ñ t ) {Q( γκ 2 l N r n r =1 |αñ t ,n r −α n t ,n r | 2 )}. Finally, from [34, eq. (4. 2)], we havee Ψ l (n t ,ñ t ) = APEP((ñ t , χl) → (n t , χ l )), where Ψ l (·, ·) is defined in Section III-A. 4) ABEP joint in (7) exp 2sβñ t ,n r β n t ,n r × cos(ϕñ t ,n r − ϕ n t ,n r )
where the last equality explicitly shows the conditioning over fading envelopes and channel phases, and β, ϕ are shorthands to denote the set of all fading envelopes and channel phases, respectively. Let us compute J(s; βñ t ,n r , β n t ,n r ) = E ϕ { N r n r =1 exp[2sβñ t ,n r β n t ,n r cos(ϕñ t ,n r − ϕ n t ,n r )]} in (20) . It can be obtained as J(s; βñ t ,n r , β n t ,n r ) = N r n r =1 E ϕ {exp [2sβñ t ,n r β n t ,n r cos(ϕñ t ,n r − ϕ n t ,n r )]} = N r n r =1 I 0 (2sβñ t ,n r β n t ,n r )
where the first equality is due to the independence of the channel phases, and the second equality is obtained from [35, p. 339 exp −sβ 2 n t ,n r exp −sβ 2 n t ,n r × I 0 (2sβñ t ,n r β n t ,n r )] f β (β) dβ (22) where f β (·) is the multivariate Nakagami-m pdf in [41, eq. (2)].
As an example, and without loss of generality, let us consider N r = 2. For ease of notation, we set n t = 1 andñ t = 2. Accordingly, (22) reduces to (23) , shown on the top of the next page. Finally, by using the infinite series representation of I v (·) in [33, eq. (9.6.10)], and after lengthy algebraic manipulations, M γ (n t ,ñ t ) (·) can be rewritten as shown in (13) , where the integrals in (24) , shown at the top of the next page, have been introduced. These latter integrals can be computed in closed-form from [24, Sec. III-B], thus obtaining the final result in (14) . More specifically, the analytical procedure we have used to compute (14) is as follows: 1) first, the integral on variable β 2,1 is solved in closed-form by using the identities in 
The analytical development can be generalized to arbitrary N r by simply inserting in (22) the general pdf in [41, eq. (2)] and solving the integrals as in (21)- (24) .
Finally, a few comments about the Green approximation Σ ∼ = Σ trid in (23). 1) The pdf in (23) requires the correlation matrix Σ of the Gaussian RVs associated to the fading envelopes. This matrix can be computed from the amplitude correlation coefficient ρ (n t ,n r ,ñ t ,ñ r ) Nak by using the procedure in [42, Sec. III]. 2) For arbitrary and unequal values of Ω (n t ,n r ) Nak , the Green method in [41] , which is given under the assumption that Ω (n t ,n r ) Nak = 1 for n t = 1, 2, . . . , N t and n r = 1, 2, . . . , N r , must be generalized. More specifically, the coefficients u i in [41, eq. (9) ], which are needed to compute Σ trid , take the form u i = Σ(i, i)/v i , where Σ(i, i) is the entry of Σ located in the ith row and in the ith column, and v i are the coefficients to be computed by solving the nonlinear system of equations in [41, eq. (10) ].
